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A 'persc1 functions as a unitary being, ntinuAlly evolving'

and striving to cope with life and to live sa s#actorify. How-

ever, to servethe purposes of analytical science, *cholars have
,;!

, taken people apart to, mOre fully understand different attributes,

(e.g., studying biochemical prOperties, the circulatory system,
ff

conceptual functions, or motor capabilities.). However, a person

cannot be understoo0(just as a-collection of parts. Therefore,

to.talk about human development requires some point of ew

which will enable us to see the various partand proceis s taithin

the context of an4ge.niZed "unit Social policies will be formu-
,

.

lated aifferently, dependlog on the assumptions one holds, about

ople.P

n-this presentation, tile concept of an open system is

purpose. 40.e permits only a very sketchyused to serve 'that

summary of this view..
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'The Person. lin Open System.
_

J.-Theter* Siaiem is used to.mean an errangeMent of, thinei

anti Citetmstanceselated or Connected 6 a.set of princiPles
,

o ,as to produce.unitary oricoordinated fuhetion*,ng.

The-teraf'21 refef's to ,a,syStet that.functions,through anclAS. '

-z

dependent, uponspecifiabie kinds of transadtions with the environ-

ments in vhichj.t'exists. This View will be,summaiized around
..--

. .

,
-

four cfwonents 7- mechanism, coordin ion,.activity,' and contexts.
t
e, -,

Mech'anism'- Ttie Biological,Life System,
.

, -

A-system requires structural or resource components,which
i

.

,

. )limit but don't strictly determine what the.system might do,

i,g., its Totenti,i1. The biologiAl life slyseems re qie strueurar
, A '

,

and resource components of a person. For exampl out respiratory
. .

,

system can pinction in our atmosphdre,, buO
d'. Our

,

i,

,

0. biochem ical processes can produce or tra some substances, bttit

not others.

Coordination - The Cognitive Rystems
-

A system requires coordination'of componentt;and,processeS

to proddce unitary functioning. The same componentsAand processes

must be-illtertelated in somewhat different ways, depending on
_

wEich purposes'the system is to serve. In a person, the-cognitive

systems primarily serve this function,,although s9me coordifiation

2.is genetically programmed. Coordination ,has three aspects, all of

which are served by a person's memory bank. .,
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./Y %. Direction. Difection involves the spe44ication oheA
O.

conditions'to resUlltrom the system's activity. Through some\

types of thought processes,,objectives, goals or enda are defined

toward 'which behavior is to ibe directed.
\

;

IControl. .Contr'ol of the fpnct nal inter'relationahips
\

,

1
'

among the components, and the rule6 and p .ocea'ses tO guide thdir,

activity in the direction specified ismecesSary. The conceptual9

'processes of planning, reasoning, decision making.and coordination
\

or action control both the organization and conduct of activity. '

Regulation. A system cannot coordinate its activity

'effectively,unléss there is some way of gomparing the events'

which are occurring against the conditions sought, and triggering

necessarY adjustments in the aystem's acti tty, Through patterns
'

of evaluative thoughts, comparative.observations and judgments

occur and revisions,in activity are generated. Arousal-emoqon

functions regulate energy-expenditure and motivational*levels,

increasing the intensity or frequency of other functiona.

Actelty and Infomati n - The Transactional Systems

Instrumental act vity/is essential if the system ia:to

obtain from its context the consequences to which it is directed.

Activity. Activi y is the visible.part of a person's,

4functioning, involving t e manipulation and use of the en-gironment

through behaviors like wa king,,,talking, eating, breathing,

writing, or manipulating bjects.

7
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Informa ion. Information is esse'lltial if efactiv

_Coordination o tivity. s t6 be possible: Information feedback/

comes both fro the environment and from the biological results
\

of the actvir itseZf, through various senses such...as-vision,

v hearing, touch, temperatute, or moveMent... .

.

Contekts.- The%En4ronmental Systems.
l

ArCop'en system existsand functions, Apd can be understood,

only in terms of the enyironments with whicil the System carries

out-its transactions:. 'kn.environment impoverished of air, food,

humaq relationships, or one which produges pain, fear, or loye

will make.a big difference fh haw a person will develop and

function

The effeotive examination of the influence of ecological,

,

0.
factors on.human deveIopMeint requites-some systematic way of_

.

-describing the contextswith,which people carry odt their trans-

actibns. 'No gen7rally acceptable classification'approach is
.

available' and this issue deserves sophisticatedvattention (Sokal,

1974). There a a varit'..y of' possib

has been'giVen, such as Proximity ( onfto

which attention

enbrenneti:1974) or
:

designed environm nts (e.g. Studer, 1969).
: p.

One important teas= for summarizing this view as a starting

point, is to'emphasi e

in'different patterns,
"

influence different'att

. or third order effect

that diiferent:ecological faceors otourring '

differept.environments) may directly

ributes of a person and have later seaond'

on other attributes, because pf their
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systematic relationships. Too much of tlie work in some inter-
_

vention fields, such as psychotherapy, does pot recognize this
e

4
complexity and tends to assume that one intervention stratey

will serve.manY-if not most purposes,(e..g. Ford ahd Urban, 1963).

For.effective policies and programs, it is necessary tok to'

become more specific about'the,particularcotisequences of
. A

particular arrangements of events on pagticular.comPonents of,the

system called a person, and how changes in one component may .

reverberate in other components (Ford ana Urban, 1967).

AnothEl important implication is that different components

may develop and 'Change at different rat9., and'have system-wide
. )

Conseq&nces. For ekamp.le, a perscin .body may grow to be that,
. ,

of an adult,-while the cognitive systems are still like those /
4

of a child. Consideration of human deyloprnent across the life

-Span requires attentiOn to differential developmental patterns

botli amon,and within persons, and as effected by/different'

N, conexts.(e.g., Studer and Barton, 1974).

In summary, viewing the person as a .complex open,system

makes it evident there are different points at which the system

-might be influenced, that different factors might/be more or

less effectiye in influencing different parts of the systeM,

and that one component of-a person cannot be influenced without

'there being effects in other components. Different.patterns

of-ecological fadtors will influence different aspects Of

human deVelopment'in different ways at different phases of

sdevelopmenti, -That.generalization seems so obvious, and yet it

is a.ma2ing 'how frequently'it'is overaooked in policy-and program

develoPment. S S .6
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Social Policy Implications
,

,
4 \

What kinds of social p'olicies, programs, facilitis.
, t

,community arrangements, or professional aevillopments would

<)

.

resul from such a perspective?

,

Remedial,-Preventive, or,Developmental,Ptiorities,

In the broadest sense human developftent means enhancing

the properties of this system called a person and the quality

and effectiveness of the transactions4betiaeen persons and their

, contexts. This perspective leads to a reversal of the typical

priorities reflectea in social policy. Except in one realm,
'

education, the first priority in most human.services programs is

remadiaf. For example, we have great inveStments in professional

personnel, physical plants, and tehnology, focused on helping

people recover frod difficulties. It is a kind okfirefighting
4

strategy. We wait at the firehouse until the fire develops and

-then we run out and squirt water on it to try to put it

frequently we wart for someone to bring the fire to the

out,'or

fir ehousek

There is no question.about the importance of.remediation.

When people are iA crisis, 1elpitg them to recover is the

0 i

human, thing _to ,do.

'However, in some ways, it is avnever ending and perhaps

self-defeating approach as the priMary poricy. For example,

the pain and misery of an illness, even,if persort recovers;

is a terrible'thing'to have to bear. An illness affIigts not

only a peison, but also thdse in inti.mate cowtexts with the'

Frequently there are permit-ten,

ott,

person, such as family members.
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.

residual damages which handicap and restrict peoplethe rest of

their Lives. 'Moreover\the general prAlem is never reduced or

eliminated. It'simply afflicts different persons year by year.

Therefore, a strategy of prevention evolved, .i.e.:_vattempts
/

to identify particular\tyRes,of difficulties that are widespread,Nj

to.identify the con Itionls producing each type, and to develop

ways of alteridg those conditions to prevent the difficulty in,

the future. For example, at the turn of the century, purificatioli

Of the water sup/Ply in,Philadelphia, Pa., reduced typhoid 'fever

from 8 to 10 t ousand cases a year to 400,eases'a year- in two

decades (Ford,'1974). Visualizethe individuak misery that did

not occur, the family stress or disintegration that was avoided,

the medical personnel that could be Used for Other eMergencies,

the facilities tliat did.not have to be developed and solorth.

/In recent decades, ,the third and highest social goal of'

,pultIvatirig the best possible develKpment in people began to

eme/ge. In the long haul, vpis is probably -he-most constructive

7d,1east.costlyla1ternative 'of all since a healthy, effective.

/haPtky'Person (or communiy of persons) will-be lesS suscepp.ble..

/ to all kinds of di$ficulties, including many whose (4igins or

causes We do not undeestand. For:examplv., T McGill (1955)

has reported data showing a major and steady,decline in death
, -

tate among peOple living in England and Walr between the

-Mid-1p00's and mid-1900's. Some of this decline may be /-
/

attributed 'to remedial,programs and some to preventive measures

sudhs immunization. Howevee, 'the progressive increase in
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cgrrelated,withsthe a. vahcing social an

,71 Page 8

industrial revolution.of that period was p,obably the most
. .,...

.

.

,

impcirtant influence. .

1

.The -concept 'of human development,.then, reverses the .

typical'priorities: The' mast fundamental objective is the
11.

promotion of the effective evolution and funcioning of all pf -
0 2

the components of this whole-sw,tem called a Personi. Prevention
. 0

of specific diffj..cultie's becomes the s-edonPylviority a d remedi-
f

ation is3th.e backupsystem, e's-sential when the first two'approaches,

are ineffectiv. The objective of h. un life is not simply ta

survive, but to live,meaningfully, creatively and well.

Strengthen the Basic Unit
0.

The basic unit is a person: composed of 'subcomponenes

functioning in systematic interactions with one another, each
or 1

dependent upon the other. Pblicies and programs sfpuld
P

the Strength 'and effectiveness of that unit., Fpr example:.

Biological Health, ae focus should be upar(cuitivating.

the strangest possible develOpment of persofisbiological life

systems: What are some of the attriutes of such a policy-

approach? The fiist,wOuld be to get the hew person ff

dood start. Ther4or, policies. and_programs 4rected toward

se-curing.the'most favorable-developmental contexts between

conception and birth, including delivery of-the infant, are.

crucial. "Fetal or birth datage are not infrequent Iwcurances.
.11

-Cr).

0^
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The period of infancy, childhood', and adolesdence is a

period in Which the biological life.systems are dveloping to -

,

their fullest adult strength and potenti4, and policies and
,

programs should_facilitate the healthiest development. Good

nutrition, adequa,pe xercise, sufficient sleep,'and a clean and
4

safe environmerit pi.ovide the primary conditions.for the

-strongest Oevelopment of biological life systems. Once physical

maturity is reached, the focus.shifts Trom;futther development,

' to'cOnditions whiCh facilitate and maintairi'-9Chie continued most '

effective biological functioning. Moreover, healthy adults

are more likely. to -Produce healthy infantS, sd 'there is a

L'snowball" effect.
4

What differences from remedial appioaches would such

developmental strtegies produce? The type of faciV.ties needed

would differ: For example, heafth promoting Tardily housing

'and neighborhood family recreation and exercise facilities might4

be built in contrast to hospitals. The type of programs would

differ. For example, family piannitig.and pregnancy care, parent

education and training, effective nutrition, and social facilitation

to encourage healthy exercise might be a focus, rather than such .

things as diagnosis, medication, or surge±:y Different professional

people woUld_be needed, e.g., consultants and trainers fot

.cultivating effective living patterns,in contrast to specialists

in diagnosiwg and trying to.remedy dysfunctions.

10
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Prokramming the System -,..

,

,

Developing and:maintaining a healthy organism is not

really an end in itself but it provides the essential base from

which the other inte'racting components bf ,the system can-evolve

intb the humannes of thought, fee10.-dg 'and action we tall' a Person.

Most_bio1ogiCA1 life systems appear to be directed, coordinated,
,

and regulated by built in genetic programs, which can be modified

lY slightly, if at ail, thrie'learning, However; most of the'

fOnctions ol'ihe person appear to,be `programmed far more

by the etrects,of'exper/ence than by genetic patterns',. This

programming oepersonal functionfng thrbugh experience is often-
.

a byproduct of activities aimed at other.objectives. For example,

different apprbaches to ch4d nutri4tion to.achieve healthy,

physical growth and development,411 .cultivate-differenft. At itudes

and habits of eating. Brause A person functions 4.s.a unit,.an

effort focused on one component of a person, will affect Other

attributes as well. 'Met is too often not recognized or taken,.

account of. Moreover, the same circumstances may be favorab1e in

one developmental period and nqt in another (e.g., for some

veople,p.articularlyblacks, milk appears to be a usefui and

deSirable food in the early stages of development, but as they,

mature they lose 'certain digestive characteristics and.milk then

becomes hoxiousegto digest). The Patterns Of livingpeoplg

develoP, Or Of which they are a'part, may be. self-damAging Or
-

self-destructive. Specific attentión to ways of programming

'effecive patterns offliving is desirable.

1 I.
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The Relevance of Values. ,It is essential to recognize at.

this point -t thehuman systegl'ean be programmed in a variety
of di ferent 'wys, even though there api)ear to be some 'innate

t.
botindaries o limits on this potential variapility. For eX'ample,- A

-anperson may come'to emphasize goals of obtaining material
iidOlsetions,---,ovof human interactions. Persons may select means
for accomplishing their goals which exploit, hurt, or'destroy
,others or which treat others in,an

egalitarian, Collabot-ative
way. They may cultivate some information collec'ting skills, such-

. 1-
as reading, but give less attention to others; such as touching.

If follows from this that we Cannot talk.1b2ut human
del.ielopment without dealing with die'question of .which kinds
of development we consider most desirable or most ijaportant.
Humans have acquired increasing capability to desigp environmynts
by which one set of charaoteristics'and

properties of perkni;, or
anothe set can be enhanced or limited (Studer,,1971):

Scientists4 1

may convince themselves that;ei
ean ayoid this issue of values

'but 15rofessionalsvor politicivs,, whose responsibility it is
to design social Alieie's and effective programs tb suit human
purposes, cannot. So e people implicitly

or explicitly assume.--
,that there isa system and order in.thd environment ytich-will,:ff

urtastorted in training, cultivate the best propereies of the
person (e.g, Rowseau.in Emile). _Some parentS assert that they
try to avoid imposing their values on th ir children becrause
-they want their childien to choose their own Values. .The fact

o
is that in.a coMp1ex industrial socigty, taultiple values arp built

.4

12
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into the multiple 'contexts in. which we live and through which we

move in different stages ..cq life. When the social and physical

environments aotina Us' ate dominated by.human design, then the,

walues are programmecrand imposed on us by those envircinMents, and$,

- we had better be qateciear and explicit about whidh ones we wish

indiviidually and collectively to try to promote. Different values0.-

lead to different policies and programs. We need to develop ways

Page 12

qf assaasing the social consequences, both to understand what's
hap pening and to evaluate the-impact of social policies (e.g.,

. Sherdon and"Parke, 1975";Christian,.1974; Harrell, 1973).o

..,YrransaCtional'System .An open system,'including a perion,

ocan_,exist, funbtion, and grow only through transactions with an

environment. The' cry, the waving of arms and feet, the eye

movements, sucking Oith the mouth, arelthe firAt primitive attempts .

to, explOre,and manipulate the environment and to Obtain consequences
from it. If-we want to CultiVate t4e greatest capability in these

transaCtional behaviors, specific training programs might be

desirable. For example, specific motor training programs have

been developed for damaged infants and children (and even for

rehabilitating adults), but we have not really focused on basic

ear17 training to cultivate the most desired motor patterns and

skills in healthy infants and children. Similarily, explicit

training programs might cultivate effective information collecting

capabilities through basic sensory and perceptual skills.

13



Cognitive,and Arous

stimuli from the enviromer

their traces, and our memp

*Ten more,importantly,pattc

categorizing information SE

As .thesebasic patterns ovc

develop in the future (e.g.

1966).

For example, habits

others develop. Some info/

out. We come to react to s

pleasure. We develop categ

and then tw&st new informat

We develop strategies or f/

mation and to design course

future options by the strat

we might learn a minimize

experience strategy. Peril

at_least in the early year

'as to the development of fu

strategies for handling, oi

In general, we permi

forethought and planning.

all the time in the context

through the behavior of mem

neighborhood experiences, e

°designed environmenta. Soc
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motion tems. Throughou life,

mpinge-upon the person, aving

ata banks begin to fi l up. Perhaps

for organizing, processing, and

to begin developing quite'early.

they begin to shape what can

iller, et.al., 1960; Brunner, et.al.,

attending to somethings and ignoring

Lon is retained and some filtered

events with fear and to others with

as within which to organize information

so that it will fit into our categories.

works within which to interpret infor-

E action, and then constrain our

we have acquirer& For example

risk" strategy, or a "seek a novel

we should'give our primary attention,.:

)t so much to information learning,

nental cognitive and emotional

Lzing and utilizing future 9cperiences.

Ll of this to happen with little

Ldren are being influenced (trained)

which they live through television,

;.of their family, through their

Industrial societies are complex

policies-tb cultivate human development

14 A
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must recognize that we are, 'thetefore, constantly intervening in
\

peoples lives, SillSe we are desi ing the social and PhySical

environtents in which we live, and shape ourselves with those

designs, we had better be much more,Tcplicit about the shape we

want to end up in.

Social Policies Concerning Contexts.

Our complex industrial society is built on the economic

principle'of the division of labor. Each of us is to specialize

'in something which we then sell to one another am-. a lawyer;

you're a dentit. YOu take care-of my teeth; I".11 take care of

your contracts. One consequence has been to cultivate an Array

of professional specialists and professional guilds. For'example,
;

we have specialists who take care of our eyes, some who will

teach our children, and some to straighten out marital conflicts,

Obviously, it would be Inappropriate to call for a-repeal of

this principle in an industrial societ ; it is valuable and essential.
0

,

It is my view that we have extended i 01Is application in ways which

are producing undesired results, vihich may deemphasite rather
1

-than prOmote ou-r humanness.-

0 For example, people as open systeins carry out transactions

with their environments to achieve selected results. It is desirable

N to cultiVate these properties of self directionAnd seIf*regulation.

However, industrial societieg encourage exactly the opposite, People

have to put themselves in the hands o'f a Specialist for more and

more dttributes of their lives. Each specialty becomes something.

like a priesthood with its own protected set-of knowledge and skills,
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Moreover, this. fragmentation of people and their problems

in professional specialization ignores the.integrated and unitary

funCtioning of a person in transaction with multiple and changing

contexts. Fo ample, a physician may,treat a bleeding ulcer

with bedrest, medic tion and controlled diet and send the patient

home with admonition to eat more carefully and to avoid stress.

However, the ulcer.may be a manifdstation of excessive smoking

and drinking, of working in a job in which the person is harrassed

regularly by anunreasonable supervisor: of living in a home vhere

marital relationships are increasingly estranged, and where

serious difficulties exist with the children. That biological

dysfunction, or 'some other difficulty, may recur unless it is

dealt with in thisflarger context.

It follows, therefore, that the design of community services

for human development must be developed to produce-a correlated

approach rather than the current fragmented, overly spedialized,

approaches.

Even so, most of the services and professional experts that

exist have evolved to serve the purpose of highly specialized

remedial-strategies. They.may not well serve human development-
.:

policies without drastic revision of the institutional and

professional structures Of supp,ort to which they have become

accustomed. Moreover, if our approach is to just'evolve another

cadre of specialists, the costs may be excessive and some of the

A

results counterproductive to the objective of cliltivating competenth

self-directed, and self-regulated persons. Therefore, to deal with'

persons and their deve16pment-, not just symptoms and pheir remediation,
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neL education61 approaChes .4nd new types çf community contexts

.and service delivery systems are needed.

The Family as d" Primary Context4ft There is a'context which

promotioiibf 4#ve14ment as one cifjtyrimary
,

.Whichexists in most cultures, and which'.h.L.Apoweriui,'influence*:
, ,

on most People'S development That context Ls the falailly unt

.I suggest lhal we'sfiould focus an.cultivatingitbe family unit,a8

'tale firSot;a444rimary source dfiNelopmentaprograms. Examples.,

A .14'
of suchan 4pr6aCh.have been AeVe4o Aping in recentecades

I

(e.g., .G.Ve.164n,ey,...43.,..iV6i.
-

which pron eM?Eofess1ona1 gdiLds 7ir.institutional contexts

Jto do things to:Vid for peop1e, rathe than to cultivate increasing

tapability in people to V4o for themselves", deny and tend to-,,--

destrpy a: basic'huthan characteistic, make each person more
,' 4U

vulnable to the coercion'and control'of others:and increas"e'

costs.

With suCh a.\ social policy approach; we'could,develop programs-

which would treat ersons as functioning units in their natural

contexts, not as a collection of pieces and parts; -we could
,

cultivate a greater sense of self-direction, self-control, and

self-regulation; we could have much more elaborate programming
\

at lower cost and we could utilize the strength and influence

of a key primary social group.

- New Views of Community Design. The perspective sketched-

in- this paper might support new approachesto the design. of

communities. In a paper on new towns and leisute.service'systems,

17
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Russell Ford (1974) has develo ed some ,implications:. He argues

that in industrial society we ave segmented our coMmunities into

parts where we'work, parts Nhe e we play, i)arts where we live,

parts whe e shop; etc., and h ve tZed to ti,e these together

with* .§p6Vtation arteries. n addition, we have segmented

our, u, til**.i-o /that there is, a time to work, ,a .time to play,

etc. -14tt Tsuch a design, we pla e great restrictions,on our

freedom and flexibility for livi g, and on the nature and extent

of family ana' community 'interact ns.

Could cOnceive of alte ate community designs which

wouid facilita'te greater personal freeplom and'flexibility, and

promote ,certain desir'edpatterns o interaction and typis

human deVelopment?

For examp1ewould it be pos ble to promote greater

flexibility in work schedules and/or obs? Might some jobs be

'designed so a person cotild go to workr'giriUve anytime as long

,ae they worked a certain:minimummumbeAi of hours a week, or

completed specified easks? Eight, a pfi avoid building a large

new office building by installing comput r terminals, telephone

P
lines,. and mechanisms for tiansmitting do umehts to the homes of

many*ite collar employees, connecting t em to a smaller central

facility. Think of the impact such arrangiments might have,on

personal, family, aild comMunity life styles.

"Preseni day communities,are not deSiglied to fit th'e nature

of human beings or,human deyelopment objectives. Their design is

largely dictated by economic and engineering criteria. But, ,

18
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alternate approaches are feasible and potentially more appropriate
, -

/.
.
to human deveaopment.

/(

,

an summary, I have tried to illustr4e aome implications for

social p cr when.one views the person as'a COmplex open system

existing thtough transactions with multiple contexfs, and when one

adopts positiye development as the highest.priority human object'iv

with re mediation as the backup system. I hope this limited
.

.preSentation is sufficient to prbvoke both your thinking and

imagination. . i for one have been working fbr nearly ten years.

now to create a College of Human Development oriented with his

view.

4

We shape our world as well as being shaped by it, ThergOre,

we should try to be cleaT about the '<Ind of people we wat to be

and the kind of world in which we want to live, If'we Are shaped

by our environments, and if many of those environments/are designed

'try us, then we intentionally or unintentionally shape/ourselves

We can choose our future, and try to create it, or we can den

that our shaping of our human ecology shapes us, and blame what

happens on someone else.

,

A...paper prepared for the'r d Biennial Conference
9.40ft ECological,Factors in Ruman Derpment Inter-
national Society for the Stddyof BEhavioural
Develoliment, July 13-17, 1975','UniVersity of SUrrey
Guildford, England. by Donald H. Ford, Deari, Colleg
of'Human Development, The Pennsylvania State Univer
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